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Abstract-QR code used to take a piece of information from a transitory media and put it in to your cell phone, 

but there is no security in QR code because anyone can scan the QR and got original data. So Visual QR will 

help to increase security in QR. The QR code is divided into two share images that can be transmitted separately 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

QR code:- 

 

A Quick Response code (QR- code) is a two 

dimensional bar code designed by Denso Wave in 

1994 in Japan. A QR code is arranged in rows and 

columns of black and white, and has been designed 

to be read by smart phone. 

QR code can hide large amount of data, numeric 

and alphanumeric. Thus, they have become popular 

all over the world. Moreover, QR codes are widely 

used in telecommunication due to increased 

popularity of smart phones, which typically contain 

software that can read QR-code images. 

A QR-code image comprises a functional pattern 

and an encoding region as can be seen in Fig. 1. 

The patterns included in a QR-code image are 

finder, alignment, timing, and separator patterns. 

Each of these patterns has its own functionalitythe 

system and using the status of the bins, garbage 

collection routes can also be planned. 

 
Figure: -QR Code 

 

The QR code was used as an information carrier to 

transfer shadow information and its message is 

meaningless. The authors of presented a scheme 

that can resist print-and-scan operations and detect 

cheaters.  

Additionally, a novel QR code was designed for 

two-level message sharing and document 

authentication, in which a hash function is 

performed when decrypting the secret. Compared 

with Boolean operations, the computational 

overhead of all the aforementioned schemes is 

slightly larger. 

 

Visual QR-Code: 

 

Visual QR code is generated using (K, n) method 

of cryptography. In a (k, n)-VCS, a secret image is 

distributed into n shares. Any k shares can obtain 

the secret by human vision when they are 

superimposed. However, possession of fewer than 

k shares meant no information about the secret 

image could be revealed. 

What would work better is to subdivide each block 

of the QR-code into a finer matrix, e.g. 8x8: each 

block of the QR-code is turned to either  

    X=   or Y= ,  

 

Figure:-Subdivision of each QR-Block 

 

Where, 

White is actually transparent. 

 A black block in the QR-code is, with odds 

50%, turned to X in the first transparency and 

Y in the second transparency, or Y in the first 

and X in the second; so that the superposition 

of the transparencies will be essentially black. 

 A white block in the QR-code is, with odds 

50%, turned to X in both transparencies, or Y 

in both transparencies; so that the 

superposition of the transparencies will 

beessentially grey (50% dithering of black 

and transparent). 

 

XOR-Based (K, n)VCS: 

 

Extension of VCS, termed the XOR-based VCS, in 

which the recovery process was based on an XOR 

Boolean operation. With advances in computing 
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devices, this method of recovering information is 

feasible and reasonable.Two matrix consists X-

VCS if they satisfies following properties: 

 

1. The first property is contrast, which 

illustrates that the secret can be recovered 

by XOR-ing all participant shares. 

 

2. The second property is security, which 

prevents any k (k, n) participants from 

gaining any knowledge of the secret. 

For any (k, n) access structure, when a subset of k 

belongs to x, we must consider only any k shares of 

the subset. Thus, the (k, n) sharing method can be 

constituted by multiple (k, k) sharing instances in 

which each k-participant subset corresponds to one. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

“Adi Shamir” creates an algorithm known as 

Shamir’s secret sharing .It is a form of secret 

sharing, where a secret is divided into parts, giving 

each participant its own unique part. To reconstruct 

the original secret, a minimum number of parts is 

required. In the threshold scheme this number is 

less than the total number of parts. Otherwise all 

participants are needed to reconstruct the original 

secret.Shamir’s Secret Sharing is used to secure a 

secret in a distributed way, most often to secure 

other encryption keys. The secret is split into 

multiple parts, called shares. These shares are used 

to reconstruct the original secret. To unlock the 

secret via Shamir’s secret sharing, you need a 

minimum amount of shares. This is called the 

threshold, and is used to denote the minimum 

amount of shares needed to unlock the 

secret.“Xuehu Yan",et al. demonstrated two PVSS 

schemes, Houand Quan's PVSS scheme and Chen 

et al.'s PVSS scheme, are found equal including 

key ideas, security and visual quality. The 

presented work will be useful for understanding the 

relationship between different VSS. They have also 

concluded their idea about the two means is equal 

in terms of their ideas, security and visual quality. 

“Manami Sasaki and Yodai Watanabe", gives idea 

of a formulation of encryption for multiple secret 

images, which is a generalization of the existing 

ones, and also a general method of constructing 

VSS schemes encrypting multiple secret images. In 

this paper, they have generalized the formulation of 

VSS encryption for multiple secret images so that 

those of the existing schemes, EVCS and VSS-q-

PI, may be included as a special case. We then 

provided a general method of constructing VSS 

schemes encrypting multiple secret images. We 

also provided an example of VSS schemes which 

cannot be formulated as the existing ones. “Yuji 

Sugasuga", has classified graph-based visual secret 

sharing schemes, presents several optimal 

examples, and proposes an ideal graph-based visual 

secret sharing scheme with real world applications, 

because the pixel expansion is not greater than 4. 

This paper also proposes some new methods for the 

construction of a graph- based visual secret sharing 

scheme for multiple secrets with practical pixel 

expansion.”Iuliia Tkachenko, William Puech” 

present a new rich QR code that has two storage 

levels and can be used for document authentication. 

This new rich QR code, named two-level QR code, 

has public and private storage levels. The public 

level is the same as the standard QR code storage 

level; therefore, it is readable by any classical QR 

code application. The private level is constructed 

by replacing the black modules by specific textured 

patterns. It consists of information encoded using 

q-ary code with an error correction capacity.This 

allows us not only to increase the storage capacity 

of the QR code, but also to distinguish the original 

document from a copy. This authentication is due 

to the sensitivity of the used patterns to the print-

and-scan process. The pattern recognition method 

that used to read the second-level information can 

be used both in a private message sharing and in an 

authentication scenario. It is based on maximizing 

thecorrelation values.”Nath et al.”developed 

several information security systems, combining 

cryptography and steganography together, and the 

present method, ASA-QR, is also one of them. He 

presents a new steganography algorithm to hide 

any small encrypted secret message inside QR 

Code , which is then randomized and then, finally 

embed that randomized QR Code inside some 

common image.This QR is a combination of strong 

encryption algorithm and data hiding in two stages 

to make the entire process extremely hard to break. 

Here, the secret message is encrypted first and hide 

it in a QR Code and then again that QR Code is 

embed in a cover file (picture file) in random 

manner, using the standard method of 

steganography. In this way the data, which is 

secured, is almost impossible to be retrieved 

without knowing the cryptography key, 

steganography password and the exact unhide 

method.”Y.W. Chow et al”introduces a novel 

approach to secret sharing by distributing and 

encoding a secret message into a number of QR 

code shares.This approach exploits QR code error 

correction redundancy, which is an inherent feature 

of the QR code structure. The advantage of this 

approach is that each share is a meaningful QR 

code, which individually does not reveal the secret 

message. The secret message can be recovered by 

combining the information contained in the QR 

code shares. Since each QR code share can be 

scanned and decoded by any standard QR code 
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reader, thismeans that the shares can be distributed 

via public channels without raising suspicion.In 

addition, since QR codes are meant to be scanned 

by a QR code reader, the shares do not have to be 

stored ortransmitted electronically and can be 

distributed viaprinted media. Furthermore, the 

shares can be constructed using any artistic QR 

code method as long as it can be scanned and read. 

Therefore, each QR code share can be constructed 

using a different artistic QR code scheme in order 

to increase the secret sharing subterfuge by 

reducing the likelihood of attracting the attention of 

potential attackers. 

 

3. ALGORITHM USED 

Enhanced (k, n) sharing method (Division 

Algorithm): 

In this secret sharing method, a secret is divided 

into parts, giving each participant its own unique 

part. To reconstruct the original secret, a minimum 

number of parts is required.In the threshold 

scheme, this number is less than the total number of 

parts. Otherwise, all participants are needed to 

reconstruct the original secret. Sub-divide each 

pixel into four smaller sub pixelsand need to shade 

these four sub pixels to represent the source image, 

then subjectively divide them between the cypher 

images are creating. 

Figure:-Subdivision of each Pixel 

If the original pixel in the image is set (black), fill 

in all four sub pixels then distribute them two per 

cypher layer. flip a coin to determine which 

pattern.Place on which layer (so that it is random). 

It does not matter which pair of pixels goes on 

which layer, when they are combined, all four 

pixels will be black.If the source image pixel is 

white, shade in just two pixels. This time, however, 

make sure that the same pixels are shaded on both 

layers. 

 
                   Figure:-Distribution of pixel 

Step 1. Take one pixel as one time input P from the 

secret image. 

Step 2. For P, determine whether it is  

              a. Black                b. White  

Step 3. If the color of P is  

1. Black,  

 a. Randomly select one block from the four blocks 

that is peer to the black pixel in the codebook 

(shown as a table). 

 b. Randomly select one row from the selected 

block and assign it to vector V.  

2. White,       

         a. Randomly select one block from the four 

blocks that is peer to the white pixel in the 

codebook (shown as a table). 

         b. Randomly select one row from selected 

block and assign it to vector V.  

Step 4. V= [v1, v2, v3, v4], constructs four shares 

as: share1= v1, share2= v2, share3= v3, share4= 

v4. 

Step 5. Repeat the steps from 1 to 5 until all pixels 

of the secret image are shared.  

Step 6. To reconstruct the original image, use 

XOR-ing operation in order to superimpose any 

order of shares for different construction as 

follows:  

    (2, 4): share1 XOR share2 or share1 XOR share3 

or share1 XOR share4 or share2 XOR share3 or        

share2 XOR share4 or share3 XOR share4.  

    (3, 4): share1 XOR share2 XOR share3 or share1 

XOR share2 XOR share4 or share1 XOR share3 

XOR share4 orshare2 XOR share3 XOR share4 

    (4, 4): share1 XOR share2 XOR share3 XOR 

share4. 

 
Figure:-Codebook for pixels. 
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